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Overview
1. Creating the tools to generate a forecast
Generic AQ forecasting system
Jurisdictional challenges
Best Effort versus Operational
Defining the variables of a forecast
Dissemination of the information

2. Generating a forecast

The (Canadian) 7 steps methodology
Developing conceptual knowledge for each variable
Knowing the limitations of your numerical model(s)
Blending multiple sources of information
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1. Generic AQ forecasting system
• Schematic diagram of an AQ forecast system
Forecasted future situation
- Next 48hr Modelled forecast values
of O3, PM2.5, NO2

Past and present situation
- ex: Last 48hr Real-time observations
of O3, PM2.5, NO2, …

Forecaster

Processing of observations into the chosen format for
Dissemination to the public of actual conditions

Shanghai

Analysis and prognostic of forecasted conditions in the same chosen
format for dissemination

Delhi

U.S.

1. Generic AQ forecasting system
Each part of the system has specific requirements:
• Requirements for numerical model(s): the forecast needs
to be available with a certain leadtime
• Domain size & model complexity to be balanced with
computing time/power and timing of the forecast
• Compromise with availability of met forecast/fields

• Requirements for the observations: Available in as nearreal-time as possible
• Density : As many as possible
• Multiple sources: At forecast locations (urban/sub-urban),
but also upstream and at regional and/or global scale
(satellite)
• Timing: For some systems, observations are used as input
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1. Jurisdictional challenges
• In the AQ world, observation sites can be owned
and/or operated by multiple agencies ≠ met centres
Canada: Shared Federal
(national)/Provincial
responsibility +
collaboration with U.S.

US: Multiple Federal
Agencies + State and
local authorities
From aqci.org

Europe: Multiple countries
and multiple agencies within
each countries

South-America:
Multiple agencies &
academia
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1. Jurisdictional challenges
• The different agencies usually have different mandates
and responsibilities:
– Regulatory mandate
– Research, Long term background monitoring

• Real-time transmission is not always exploited if not
required for mandate

– Added complexities for extremely remote locations
– Need to work collaboratively to upgrade networks to the benefit
of all parties
• Ex: In Canada, the Meteorological Centre supplied DRDAS®
hardware and licenses for joint federal/provincial sites

• Data need to be collected centrally for forecast to access
– Own system or one that is readily accessible
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1. Jurisdictional challenges
• Different agencies also means:

– Differences in instrumentation
– Differences in mode of operation
for PM in particular) and calibration
– Differences in reporting schedules

• Similar considerations as for any AQ networks:

– Homogeneity of network(s) in terms of data, format and
transmission

• But now in Real-time

– Consider establishing a RT monitoring system of the monitoring
data (data volume, outages, corrupted data)
– Real-time QA/QC
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1. Jurisdictional challenges
• Environment Canada Monitoring system for observations
6-month running statistics
for 1 region

Hourly summary across Canada
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1. Best Effort versus Operational Systems
• System you have access to versus a system you
operate?

– How reliable is your access? How much redundancy is
there?
– How much outage can you handle at any one time?

• Within collaborative agreements, need to build realtime requirements for data exchange:
– Ex: Environment Canada contributed to upgrade to have
24/7 data servers while Provinces agreed to increase
support for outages (technician availability)
– Data standarts: WMO/BUFR vs Airnow-like
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1. Dissemination:
defining the variables of the forecast

• What is released publically as current and forecasted
information has a bearing on how you establish your system:
– In Canada, AQ information is communicated via the Air Quality Health
Index (AQHI)
AQHI = 10/10.4*100*[(exp(0.000871*NO2)-1)
+(exp(0.000537*O3) -1)+(exp(0.000487*PM2.5) -1)]

˗ Processing may be required
˗ Needed to be able to process the individual data
to generate AQHI and establish rules for outages
of individual pollutants
• System is designed to acquire data as close to the
source as possible
• Evolved over ~8 years
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1. Dissemination: considerations
• Given there are often multiple agencies and
mandates, there maybe some constraints on what
can be distributed to the public
– Intellectual Properties differences, Political sensitivities,
Disagreements on the use of data, Avoid confusion,
Communication best practices….

• Is your system able to adapt and manipulate the data
as necessary?
• Do you have resiliency through alternative sources of
data?
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1. Alternatives elements of the forecast system
• Chemical composition analyses (ground base – Environment
Canada)
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1. Alternatives elements of the forecast system
• Chemical composition analyses (Satellite – ECMWF)
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1. Alternatives elements of the forecast system:
Satellite Monitoring: SO2 Emissions from
Individual Sources (Fioletov et al., 2011, GRL)
•
•

OMI SO2 data can be used to produce direct estimates of emissions from large individual
sources (> 70kT/y)
Methodology relies on averaging large number of individual pixels centered within a few km
of the source
1.
2.
3.

QC – screen by track position, cloud fraction, SZA
Use of spatial smoothing
Local bias correction – high-pass filter to remove effects of remaining ozone signal
Mean OMI SO2 values: Estimate change between two periods is 40% from OMI data; 46% from CEM data (US
NEI)

2005-2007

2008-2010

SO2 scrubbers
added in 2008
-0.3

0.0

0.3

0.6

DU

2. Generating a forecast
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2. Generating a forecast: Daily Forecast Methodology
•

Seven steps to AQ forecast success:
1. Review yesterday’s forecast
2. Review latest AQ data/readings – for each pollutant
3. Review synoptic weather
4. Develop conceptual forecast – for each pollutant
5. Make use of numerical forecast tools ie 3D model/BackTrajectory
6. Produce and distribute final forecast – for each pollutant
7. Monitor hourly air quality and meteorology

• An index is a simple number used to represent something
complex.
– Lacks spatial and temporal continuity
– A forecast index requires a prognostic trend of each of the index
pollutants
– Consider the magnitude and timing
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2. Generating a forecast: Meteorological Variables
• Cloud cover

– inhibits photochemistry (production of ozone)
– Vertical mixing associated with convective cloud promotes vertical
dispersion, transports pollutants to higher altitudes.

• Precipitation and Fog

– Aqueous phase chemistry
– Washout

• Wind velocity

– Horizontal dispersion
– Transport

• Temperature

– Chemical rate constants
– Inversions

• Local effects – land/sea breeze, valley flows
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2. Generating a forecast: Air Quality Forecasting
• Ground-level ozone

– Regional scale
– Very weather dependent
– Model skill is reasonable

• PM2.5

– Scale can be local or regional (long-range transport)
– A wide variety of chemical species, produced by different processes
from a variety of sources
– Model skill varies

• NO2

– Local Source
– Model skill is low
– Mostly an issue in larger urban areas
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2. Developing conceptual knowledge :
Long-range transport of Smog
• Occurs during the summer
• O3 mostly, occasionally accompanied by
higher PM2.5 levels
• Warm return flow around a stationary or
slowly moving high pressure system along
the east coast
• Southerly flow in Quebec and Ontario,
southwesterly in Atlantic Region.
• Enhanced if upper ridging is strong
• Strong daytime insolation
• Look at upstream concentrations.
• Concentrations diminish away from source
region.

2. Developing conceptual knowledge :
Forest Fire Smoke Prediction
• Can be local or long range (smoke plume transported from
distant fires)
• Wildfire emissions are new to Canadian weather and AQ
forecast model (GEM-MACH). US model (CMAQ) does not
have emissions from forest fires yet but a smoke dispersion
product is available.
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2. Developing conceptual knowledge :
Smoke from Distant Fires
• Transport often occurs at mid to upper troposphere
– Look for capping inversion

• Visible Satellite Imagery is best detection guidance (GOES,
MODIS)
• Needs to be transported to the surface (e.g. behind a cold
front).
• Reports of a smoke odour may occur before monitors detect
PM
• If the meteorology is favourable, raising the index to a
moderate risk category sends the message that something is
happening
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2. Generating a forecast:
Forest Fire specific forecast tools
• Forest fire hot-spots (April-Sept)
– http://cwfis.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/

Visible GOES satellite imagery
Modis
Pireps
LIDAR
Smoke models (FireWork, NWS Smoke)
http://www.weather.gov/aq/sectors/conus.php
• Forecast back-trajectories, hysplit
• Environment Canada Dispersion model
•
•
•
•
•
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2. Developing
conceptual
knowledge :
Smoke from
Distant Fires
wild fires from Sept 10, 2006
http://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/gallery
/individual.php?db_date=200609-15

Image courtesy NOAA
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2. Developing
conceptual
knowledge :
Smoke from Distant
Fires
Aqua MODIS image of smoke plume –
1515UTC, Sep 16, 2006

courtesy NOAA - MODIS Rapid Response
System http://rapidfire.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/realtime
/).
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2. Developing conceptual knowledge :
Very Local Sources
• Examples - Local Fires, Residential Wood Smoke (PM2.5),
Industry (NO2, PM2.5), Other? (ship traffic, sea salt)
• Additional challenge because of dependence on human
behaviour, or unexpected events.
• Air chemistry model parameterization for many source are
often crude
• Short lead times - nowcasting
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2. Developing conceptual knowledge : Plume
Rise with Variable Winds and Stability
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2. Developing conceptual knowledge : Plume
Examples
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2. Developing conceptual knowledge :
Residential Woodsmoke Forecasting
• Dependent on human behaviour
• Air chemistry model parameterization of residential wood
smoke is crude
• Two most important meteorological factors…
– Low temperatures
– Poor ventilation
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2. Developing conceptual knowledge : Small Scale
Circulations – Lake Breezes
Sea Breeze Circulation

11.2.3 Role of Meteorology

994mb
992mb
1000mb
1008mb
1016mb

Sea Breeze - Day
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2. Developing conceptual knowledge for each
variable: NO2

• Associated with combustion and in particular with traffic
• Precursor to ozone formation in the presence of sunlight
• Scavenging of ozone near source

• Concentrations typically in the single digits (ppb) in rural areas
but can be orders of magnitude higher in cities especially
during rush-hour
• Can build up and persist under conditions of:
– Poor ventilation
– Low insolation
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2. Knowing the limitations of your
numerical model
• Consider generating systematic performance
statistics (ex: NOAA/NWS)
– Real-time verification system

• Ensure reasonable familiarity with the inner workings
of the model
– How do you treat fires? How do you treat AQ and weather
interactions? What is your level of comfort with emission
information?......
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2. Knowing the limitations of your numerical model
NAQC Forecast Results (2010-2014) in PHL
Forecast Error Measures, JJA
Mean AE

StDev

Median AE

Bias

2010

5.1

± 4.3

5.0

-1.0

2011

4.9

± 4.0

2.5

-1.4

2012

3.6

± 2.8

1.8

-1.0

2013

5.3

± 4.1

4.2

2.1

Forecast Error Measures, DJF
2010-2011

9.0

± 6.0

8.6

7.7

2011-2012

5.8

± 4.9

4.5

2.2

2012-2013

5.9

± 4.1

4.6

4.8

2013-2014*

6.6

±4.5

6.2

4.5

Courtesy Bill Ryan
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2. Knowing the limitations of your numerical model
Consistent High Bias in Winter: Improve with Simple (1-Day) Bias Correction?

Forecast Statistics Winter Season (DJF)
(n = 224)
Bias

Mean AE

Median AE

NAQC

+6.1

7.8 ± 5.9

7.0

Bias Corr

+0.9

5.8 ± 5.3

4.4

Courtesy Bill Ryan
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2. Blending multiple sources of information
• Forecaster will look at many sources of information.
• Once done, he/she needs a to have a tool to transmit the forecast
• In Canada, we built an AQ module to our weather forecast dissemination system
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Final thoughts
• Assumed in the presentation that the forecast would
be done using human intervention
• If it is an automatic, purely numerical forecast, some
of the steps would need to be included as an
automated function
• In any case, still requires scientists to look at
forecasts every day to understand strengths and
weaknesses.
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Thank you
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